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May 2017

What’s New
P My Sentiments Exactly: new stamps.
P Couture Creations: new dies.
P Kaiser: new word dies and Hanami Gardens, Island Escape, High
Tea, Indigo Skies, Paw-fect, and Wildflower collections.
P My Favorite Things : new release of dies and stamps.
P Ranger: Tim Holtz Oxide Ink reinkers, Wendy Vecchi and Archival
Ink pad minis.
P Art Impressions: new stamps.
P EK Success: new Disney.
P Paper House: new Wizard of Oz.
P Advantus: Tim Hotlz Idea-ology goodies.
P Echo Park: Wedding Bliss, Are We There Yet, and Around the World.
P Sizzx: New Tool Caddy, new Tim Holtz, new basket die from Eileen
and basket weave embossing folder, Magnetic Die and Brush kit,
new Framelit nesting dies, Basket In A Card die, new texture fades
and 3dD Texture Impressions, and Glitter Cutting Pads.
P Art Gone Wild: scented smiles scratch & sniff stickers and stamps.
P Doodlebug: At The Zoo, Dragon Tails and Fairy Tales lines.
P Brutus Monroe: seasonal ink sets.
P Carta Bella: Space Academy and Toy Box collections.
P Echo Park: Everyday Memories, Bugs, Summer Dreams, Summer
Fun, and Go.See.Explore collections.
P Avery Elle: new sentiments stamps and dies.
P Zondervan: Large print Bible journaling Bibles, new floral print
cover Journaling Bible, and The Beautiful Word Coloring Bible.
P New albums from: K & Company, Pioneer, and MBI.
P K & Company and Me & My Big Ideas scrapbook kits.
P Mudd Puddles: new sand colors and Sand & Shell Glue.
P From American Crafts: Heidi Swapp Magnolia Jane collection, Pink
Paislee Sweet Freedom line, Jen Hadfield Simple life collection, and
Pebbles Lullaby collection.
P Photo Play: Julie Nutting French Flea Market, Boarding Pass, About A
Girl, and About A Boy.

Midnighter and Sunday Crops

There is just one place to be on a Friday night or
Sunday afternoon, and that is here at Scrapbook
Super Station cropping with your friends! For just
$10 you get 5 hours of cropping time, a treat and
access to our wonderful staff that can answer any
and all of your questions! Plus, if you are a BPC
Cropper Member, once a quarter that $10 fee will
be refunded to you in the form of Crop Cash that
is usable anytime that quarter on a purchase.
What could be better? We can’t wait to see you,
so register today 724-287-4311.

A Scrapbook Super Station Newsletter
We are a full service store!
Come see us for:
Color Copies of Layouts
Picture Machine
Classes and Special Events
Custom Cutting Service
Private Crops and Parties
Open Crop Area
BPC Savings Clubs
Gift Certificates
Personal Scrapper Service
Friday Midnight & Sunday Crops

Boarding Pass Clubs

When you are a member of one of our Boarding Pass Clubs every dollar*
you spend on everyday merchandise you need to get those albums done
counts towards money back in your pocket! No other club compares to
the savings and value offered here at Scrapbook Super Station! Not a
member? What are you waiting for? Sign up today and begin saving
every single day, on every purchase you make at your favorite local
scrapbook store! There is a club to suit every scrapbooker...

Cropper Club

The Cropper Club is for our customers who are able to shop more often
with us and are able to come and crop with us. With more monetary
rewards than the Shopper AND free crop time, it’s the perfect club for
those who want to save more! The Cropper Club is just $4 per month
and here is what you’ll get:
P (4) 25% Off Coupons EVERY month!
P Ability to redeem one competitor coupon every month!
P Quarterly BPC Member Sales - 15% to 50% off Storewide!
P $10.00 Rebates for every $100 you spend in regular price
merchandise!
P Product of The Month 25% off - no coupon needed!
P Birthday Bonus Coupon!
P $10.00 in Crop Cash every quarter: attend a crop and get a $10.00 off
coupon!
P Free Table Time when there is no scheduled class or crop!

Shopper Club

The Shopper Club is for our customers that can’t get in as often as they
would like and aren’t able to crop with us, but still want coupons and
rewards. For just $1 per month, here is what you’ll get:
P (3) 25% Off coupons per quarter - redeemable one per month!
P Quarterly BPC Member Sales -15% to 50% off Storewide!
P Product of The Month 25% off, no coupon needed!
P Birthday Bonus Coupon!
P $10.00 Rebates for every $100 you spend in regular price
merchandise!

Kids Crop Card

Want to involve your kids in scrapbooking? Get them the Kid Crop Card
and bring them along with you when you crop! The Kids Crop Card is
for kids under 16 and costs just $24 a year. With this card, your child
may attend a Midnighter or Sunday crop free of charge twice a year and
they’ll receive unlimited, free table time!
*Some coupon restrictions apply. Only competitor coupons up to 40% off can be accepted, both their
restrictions and ours apply. Rebates are earned on year to date sales. Rebates are redeemable on full
price merchandise and must be used within 60 days of issue date. Retreats, classes and crop fees do
not count towards rebate goals. Each person must ring their sales individually. No BPC Membership
sharing is allowed. No double incentives. Crop Cash is issued once per quarter with paid crop
attendance and must be used in full at one time and on regular price merchandise before the end of
the quarter issued in.
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Class Schedule
A YEAR OF CARDS: How would you like to have a
night or day out with the “girls” and learn
techniques to make WOW cards to send to everyone?
We want you to have that “girl time!” We will guide
you while making cards every month, throughout
the year, for you to send to your friends & family. You
will use stamps, inks & mists, as well as the latest and
greatest products that arrive throughout the year to
make two each of four different cards, for a total of 8
cards! We will stay ahead of the seasons, making
cards each month for upcoming events and holidays.
Get on board and sign up for each month so that you
don’t miss out on the fun! $20
UPCOMING DATES:
Monday, May 8th at 10 AM, 2 PM & 6 PM
Monday, June 5th at 10 AM, 2 PM, & 6 PM
CARD CLUB: Join us each month and let us teach
you a wonderful technique at each meeting. You’ll
then go home and use that technique to make 12
cards to bring to the next class. You’ll exchange
those cards with the other class participants and so
on each month! You will get some amazing samples
and great ideas from all those who participate! It will
be fun to see how different each card will be! $10
UPCOMING DATES:
Tuesday, May 30th at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
Monday, June 26th at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
COPIC INTENSIVE CLASS SERIES:
In this
comprehensive two part class series you will go from
novice to expert on the use of Copic Markers. Each
student will be given a comprehensive 12 chapter
manual with detailed chapters explaining all
information covered in class.
Such a valuable
resource to have for future use! Class fee cover both
classes and manual (binder not provided). $60
COPICS-THE BASICS: In this class we will share with
you our experience and knowledge of Copic
Markers. Why are they different? How do you buy
them? What colors should I choose? We will work
together to answer all your questions, while we enjoy
time together stamping and coloring. Together we
will cover all the basics, plus coloring techniques,
caring for your markers tips and tricks tutorials.
Discover the world of Copic Markers while taking
this class.
Monday, May 15th at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
COPICS-THE NEXT LEVEL:
Now that you have
completed THE BASICS Copic class, join us while we
take your knowledge of Copic Markers to the next
level. We will learn to color skin and hair, as well as
jeans and clothing types. You will learn about
shadows and light source too. How to color
monochromatic, fur and shiny objects will be
discussed. So much information!! After this class,
you will feel more confident in the use of your
markers. We hope that you will continue to practice
new color combinations and techniques to advance
your skills.
Monday, May 22nd at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
WATERCOLOR STAMPING-PART 1: Do you love the
look of a soft watercolored image? Need a new love
or obsession in your life? This is it!!! I will be
teaching a new stamping/watercolor class here at
The Station. I am completely obsessed with my new
little works of art! The beauty is that you don't have
to be an artist or practiced stamper to create these
pieces of art! I will take you step-by-step to create
watercolor scenes that you will be proud to give as
framed gifts to those special people, or as cute cards

to those card worthy friends! You will create two
watercolor scenes, with instructions to recreate each.
We will be using the latest and greatest awesome
designs by Art Impressions. Those of you who stamp
with me know that I love this company! I am
confident that you will absolutely love and enjoy this
class! So bring your favorite adhesive, and we will
supply the rest. I can’t wait to have fun creating with
you!!! Space will be limited, so sign up soon! $20
Monday, June 12th at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
WATERCOLOR STAMPING-PART 2:
Take your
watercolor skills to the next level in this class with
Carol. You will complete three bifold cards using
watercolor markers and pencils, teaching you new
techniques and building on your skills. Space will be
limited, so sign up soon! $20
Monday, June 19th at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
NO LINE WATERCOLORING: Carol has an exciting
new technique to teach everybody!
No line
“watercolor” stamping. Carol is going to teach you
how to stamp and color in your stamped images so
that your stamp lines disappear. This all day class,
lunch break will be taken, will teach you this
technique with: Copics, Clean Color Real Brush
Markers and Distress Ink Pads.
Check out the
sample cards and register today! $30
Tuesday, June 20th 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM
TECHNIQUE TUESDAY: I'd like to invite you to a
class taught by me…Tammy!
It’s a monthly
technique class in which we will be making a
gorgeous, fun, tag every month. These tags can be
kept, with your notes on the back about how you
made and it and the products used or they can be
displayed every month at home (they are lovely art
pieces!) or they can given away as gift tags! Each
month we will be using the newest products
available to teach you how to use them and each
month’s tag will be appropriate to the season or
holiday. Hopefully you’ll love the products used so
much that you will want some of your own! The
basics we ask you to bring to class are: apron,
scissors, wet & dry adhesive, foam dots & sticky dots.
Tuesday, May 23rd at 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM
Tuesday, June 6th at 10:0 AM and 6:00 PM
BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS: In this class we will teach
you how to plan, design, and create successful
layouts. We will discuss the various components of a
layout and what makes it work. In each session you
will receive two different blueprints and are
encouraged to purchase product with the assistance
of our creative staff. Blueprints will change monthly,
so attend as many times as you like. $10
Tuesday, May 9th at 6:00 PM
Tuesday, June 27th at 6:00 PM
DID YA KNOW?: Please see insert for this three part
class series premiering on Saturday, May 13th.

Students must bring their own adhesives to all
class. Removable and permanent dry (tape)
adhesives and a wet glue are recommended.

DON’T FORGET, STUDENTS GET A
10% DISCOUNT ON CLASS DAY!
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This comprehensive course is for all skill
levels, beginner to advanced. It doesn’t matter
if you are a beginner or just wish to sharpen
your skills, this hands-on class will unlock the
secrets you need to create, complete, and
coordinate scrapbooking pages! The Station
has pulled together years of experience, from
all of our knowledgeable teachers and staff, to
create a series of three classes. During this
course you will receive:
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

A full color booklet for each class
Hands on experience with tools
Learn about design and color theory
Learn the importance of journaling
Learn creative scrapbooking techniques
Create a 2 page layout in every class
Receive a certificate of completion

You receive all of this for just $40.00. Plus,
we supply everything you need in class, so
there is no additional cost. All you need to
bring to class is yourself! Register today to get
the most out of your scrapbooking
experience: 724-287-4311
Part 1: Basics
We will cover the basics of preparation,
organization and storage. You will learn about
album types, tools and work spaces. This class
will cover how a scrapbooker takes, stores
and uses photos to create memorable pages.
We will cover how to choose, organize and
use the essentials you will need to complete
your scrapbooks. Best of all, everything is
provided for you to complete your first
project!
Thursday, May 11th at 10:00 AM
Wednesday, June 7th at 6:00 PM
Part 2: Design Theory
In this class we will cover designing with
color, structure, line and balance. We will
discuss the use of a color wheel and a few
basic rules of working with patterned paper.
We will also cover the principals of line,
scale, lettering, shape, balance and movement.
You will learn how sketches can aid you in
d e s ig n i ng l ayo u t s f r o m a l l k i n d o f
inspirational resources. We will finish up
with a second two page spread.
Thursday, May 18th at 10:00 AM
Wednesday, June 21st at 6:00 PM
Part 3: Finishing Touches
This class will cover titles, journaling and all
of the fun touches that make our pages
appealing and complete. We will cover why
and how to journal and brainstorm creative
titles. We will touch on Copic Markers, inks,
stamping, dry embossing and a number of
other fun to-do techniques that will give you
that finishing touch on your pages.
Thursday, May 25th at 10:00 AM
Wednesday, June 28th at 6:00 PM
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Scrapbook
Super Station Class and Events
Calendar
Store Hours:
Call today to register for a class or crop!

Sunday 12-5 & Monday to Saturday 9-8

724-287-4311

May 2017
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

SUPER SUNDAY
CROP
12-5 $10

7

A YEAR OF CARDS
8
10 AM, 2 PM,
& 6 PM
$20

2
BLUEPRINT
FOR SUCCESS
6 PM
$10

SUPER SUNDAY14 COPIC INTENSIVE15
PART ONE
CROP
10 AM
12-5 $10

SILHOUETTE
SD & CAMEO
BEGINNER
6:00 PM $20

9

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

3

4

10

11

SATURDAY

5

DEMO DAY 6
&
NSD DAY!

12

DID YA 13
KNOW?*

19

20

26

27

Store Hours:
Sunday 12-5
Mon. to Sat. 9-8

Call today to
register for a class
or crop!
724-287-4311

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MIDNIGHTER
CROP
6 to 12 $10

RELEASE PARTY!
WORKSHOP IS OPEN! PART ONE-10 AM

16

& 6 PM

SUPER SUNDAY21
CROP
12-5 $10

COPIC INTENSIVE
22
PART TWO
10 AM
& 6 PM

TECHNIQUE
TUESDAY
10 AM &
6 PM $12

23

SUPER SUNDAY28
CROP
12-5 $10

MEMORIAL 29
DAY
CLOSE 3:00

CARD CLUB
10 AM &
6 PM
$10

30

SILHOUETTE
INTERMEDIATE
6:00 PM
$20

17

SILHOUETTE
PROJECT
6:00 PM
$20

24

18
PART TWO-10 AM

25
PART THREE-10 AM

MIDNIGHTER
CROP
6 to 12 $10

31

June 2017
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1

4

A YEAR OF CARDS
5
10 AM, 2 PM,
& 6 PM
$20.00

SUPER SUNDAY 11
CROP
12-5 $10

WATERCOLOR
STAMPING-PART 12
ONE 10 AM &
6 PM $20

13

SUPER SUNDAY 18
CROP
12-5 $10

WATERCOLOR
STAMPING-PART 19
TWO 10 AM &
6 PM $20

NO LINE
20
WATERCOLORING
10 AM to 5 PM
$30

SUPER SUNDAY
CROP
12-5 $10

SUPER SUNDAY 25 CARD CLUB
10 AM & 6 PM
CROP
$10.00
12-5 $10

26

TECHNIQUE
TUESDAY
10 AM &
6 PM $12

BLUEPRINT
FOR SUCCESS
10 AM &
6 PM $10

6

SILHOUETTE
SD & CAMEO
BEGINNER
10:00 AM $20

8

SILHOUETTE
SD & CAMEO
INTERMEDIATE
RELEASE PARTY!
WORKSHOP IS OPEN! 10:00 AM $20

15

7
PART ONE-6 PM

27

14

21
PART TWO-6 PM

28
PART THREE-6 PM

SILHOUETTE
PROJECT
10:00 AM
$20

DEMO DAY 3
Crop room
is open!

2

MIDNIGHTER
CROP
6 to 12 $10

9

10

ANNIVERSARY
SALE-A-BRATION*

16

17

KIT MANIA*
22

29

MIDNIGHTER
CROP
6 to 12 $10

23

MIDNIGHTER
CROP
6 to 12 $10

30

24

SCRAPAGANZA*

Store Hours:
Sunday 12-5
Mon. to Sat. 9-8

Call today to
register for a class
or crop!
724-287-4311

Cancellation policy: Fees are non-refundable. Notify us 3 days prior to date & we will reschedule you to another class.
If no notice is given, fee is forfeited. Workshop is closed to open cropping for all scheduled classes and crops.
*Workshop closed to open cropping for special event.
Scrapbook Super Station | 168 Point Plaza-Butler, PA 16001 | 724-287-4311 | Open 7 Days a Week!
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Crop Room
Guidelines
We very much enjoy being able to
offer such a fantastic work space for
all our customers and we hope that
you enjoy the advantages we offer you.
Please help us be able to continue
offering these services by cooperating
with the guidelines mentioned below.
Thank you for helping us maintain a
stress free and fun, place to be!

PAGE

Page of The Month
This month’s Page Of The Month is
Measurements
All 3 Strips-1/2”x12”
Scallop Border - 1.5” Circles
Photo Mat - 5”x5”
Floral - 10” x 9”
Wood - 10” x 12”

To create “V”: Cut woodgrain to 10”x12”.
Measure 3” from bottom and mark at
center. Cut with X-Acto knife from top left
and top right to bottom center mark.

Product of The Month

When there is a scheduled class or
crop only registered participants are
allowed to be in the workshop area.
Please refrain from entering the area
until the class is completely over. It is
distracting to both the teacher and the
paid students to have other people in
the workshop area during classes.
This means you cannot crop, layout
photos or set up your gear during class
time. Please wait until after the class
has been dismissed to enter the
workshop area.
Non BPC Cropper Members coming to
crop during open table time will pay
$2.00 an hour for use of workshop.

4

The Imaginisce i-Score ’N' Pierce Tool is a handy pen looking tool
that has four tools all in one handy pen like housing! The tip is even
retractable for safety. Tips include one 1mm piercing tip, one 4mm
piercing tip, one 1.5mm embossing tip and one 2.0mm tip. The tool
has an easy push button option to quickly and easily switch over to
the other tips. This is a very useful tool for all paper crafters and it
on sale this month for all BPC Members!

Dynamic Demo Days

Come and join us once a month for a wonderful Demo Day. Together we will create
a beautiful Make and Take for FREE using BRAND NEW products. Come anytime
between 9 AM and 4 PM to do the free Make and Take and you will receive 10% Off
the featured product that month! If you are a BPC Member, you will receive 25% off
the demonstrated item! Our crop room is open on Demo Days, so it’s a PERFECT day
to come spend the day cropping! Make it a regular date for yourself and your
friends!

Any person occupying a seat at a crop
or class must pay for that crop or class.
There is no such thing as a “guest” at a
crop or class who does not have to pay.
If one exception is made, others would
expect them and then there would be
mass confusion and we would have too
many people in the crop area, making Demo Day this month on Saturday, May 6th from 9 AM to 4 PM
it uncomfortable for everyone else that where I’ll be showing you an ombre technique to make a beautiful
is paying to be there.
watercolor background. We’ll be using Dina Wakely’s new Scribble
On Friday nights open crop time will
end at 6:00 PM so that the staff has
time to prepare the workshop for the
Midnighter Crop.

Sticks. What they look like: a crayon. What they are not: a crayon.
Why? Because Scribble Sticks contain NO wax. They're more like a
woodless colored pencil. They're heavy and you can lay down lots of
pigment by pressing hard, or you can color lightly for a soft effect.

Monthly Auto-Ship Clubs

Did you know that not only can
layouts delivered to your door everyou receive fresh
also deliver amazing card kits to y month, but we
They are amazing bundles of creayour door as well?
you automatically. The Dou tivity delivered to
Feature Club
provides four two-page layoutsble
ever
the Page Of The Month Club deli y month and
vers a one page
layout designed to make a calenda
r. The Card Club
is a non-stamp card club that utili
cuts or stickers and embellishme zes papers, die
nts. to create 8
unique, different cards. The Stam
p Card Club
involves stamps and dies to
cards. Check them out today andcreate 4 gorgeous
sign up!
Monthly Auto-Ship Clubs

Referral Program

Did you know we offer a BPC
Member Referral Bonus Program?
It’s super easy to participate. Simply
pick up some business cards at the
store next time you are in. Put your
name on the back of the card in the
appropriate place and give them to
your friends and family. If they join
the BPC club they ’ll rece ive a
discount and so will you! So, get in
on the fun and earn a $5.00 credit or
a free Crop.

Custom Cutting

We n o w o f f e r c u s t o m
cutting! We can custom cut
any shape or wording from
cards tock, vinyl, glitter
paper, sticker paper and
more! If you have a special
project in mind, we can
probably help! Party decor,
invitations, vinyl for cars,
etc., etc. The possibilities are
endless! Just stop in and ask!
We are happy to help!

Scrapbook Super Station | 168 Point Plaza-Butler, PA 16001 | 724-287-4311 | Open 7 Days a Week!
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Silhouette & Cameo Classes

SILHOUETTE CAMEO BEGINNER CLASS: The Silhouette SD and Cameo
digital craft cutters are perfect for cutting shapes and letters to use on
your scrapbook pages, cards, and more! The QuicKutz Silhouette SD
machine requires a PC with Windows 2000 (or higher) OR a Mac. Via
the internet you get instant access to a huge digital design collection.
The Silhouette SD and Cameo machines allow you to cut any TrueType
font on your computer, create your own designs, and cut clip art
already on your computer. Plus, you can use a variety of mediums
with your Silhouette machine, including cardstock, patterned paper,
magnetic paper, vellum, vinyl, and more. At this class the beginner will
learn the basics of using the Silhouette SD or Cameo machine. During
the class we will use your Silhouette machine to complete a two page
spread. $20.00
-Each participant will bring their own Silhouette SD or Cameo machine
and a laptop with the Silhouette software pre-loaded, blades and
cutting mats.
UPCOMING DATES:
Wednesday, May 3rd at 6:00 PM
Thursday, June 8th at 10:00 AM
SILHOUETTE CAMEO INTERMEDIATE CLASS: Get even more out of
your Silhouette SD or Cameo cutter when you learn even more
advanced techniques and uses for your machine! During the class we
will use your Silhouette cutter to complete a two page spread. $20.00
-Each participant will bring their own Silhouette SD or Cameo machine
and a laptop with the Silhouette software pre-loaded, blade and cutting
mats.
UPCOMING DATES:
Wednesday, May 17th at 6:00 PM
Thursday, June 15th at 10:0 AM
For May we’re going to use a product from Silhouette America, Tattoo
Paper. Of course you can make tattoos with this paper, but we’re using
it to make a clipboard suitable for displaying in your craft room or
maybe a gift. Feel free to bring your own photo or you can use one I
have. This photo transfer process creates such a beautiful effect and I
can’t wait to show it to you. $20
Wednesday, May 24th at 6:00 PM

Anna Dabrowska - Finnabair

We are so excited to announce that Anna Dabrowska,
AKA “Finn,” the owner of the Finnabair brand distributed
by Prima, will be dropping in to teach classes at our store
in August! So…CLEAR YOUR CALENDAR Friday, August
4th and Saturday the 5th!!! Anna, who is originally from
Poland, now lives in Ireland, so she is coming a LONG
way to be with us and you do not want to miss meeting
this talented, fun and creative lady!
Anna will be teaching four classes for us and these
projects are AMAZING! If you are not familiar with
Anna’s work please visit her blog at: http://
tworzysko.blogspot.com/. Anna is an amazingly talented
designer and mixed media artist. Tammy and Carol took
a class from her in January and learned a TON! Carol
wasn’t going to do the class at all because it wasn’t “her
style,” but she ended up LOVING it and becoming a
HUGE Anna fan!
Be sure and check out the class
information sheet in the newsletter!
And please keep in mind that all of
Anna’s classes come with a BIG
package of products! So, you will
definitely get your money worth
with Anna’s classes and have a
fabulous time to boot! Anna is a
super fun lady and so, so talented!

PAGE
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Summer Scrapaganza

Join us June 24th for our Summer Scrapaganza! It is a wonderful
day filled with:
-four fantastic, fun classes
-scrapping until Midnight
-a great lunchtime meal
-goody bags
-door prizes for everyone
-sales throughout the day

Saturday, June 24th
All of this is just $75.00. Scrapaganza classes officially end by
5:00, but the crop goes until Midnight. Or, why not make a
weekend of it by also signing up for the Midnighter on Friday and
the Super Sunday Crop? It’s never to late to plan ahead, as
Scrapaganza events usually fill up. What do customers have to say
about Scrapaganza?
“...enjoyed Scrapaganza very much this past weekend. It surpassed
our expectations.” -Sharron P.
“I couldn’t have asked for better classes, better company or a better
store. Scrapaganza is amazing!” -Leslie W.
While we do classes at this event, this is also a crop, so you do
need to bring your supplies! Call today to plan your fun filled day!

Disney Weekender

We are so excited to announce our theme for July's Weekender.
We're going to Disney!! The dates are July 14th, 15th and 16th
and we just know that you're going to love all the exciting ideas
we have in store. We will be working with everything from
Mickey to Nemo to Princesses.
Games, decorations, Saturday night dinner and snacks on Friday
and Saturday night are just some of our plans, but look for a few
surprises thrown in to! We promise a magical weekend of fun, so
please sign up soon and "Be our Guest!”

July 14th, 15th and 16th
These weekends fill up fast, so get your
friends lined up and call us to register.
Please let us know who you wish to sit
with so we can seat you together. Cost for
the weekend is $125

Stimulus Crop

Budget bulging at the seams? Stressed out over the economy?
Then you need a day to blow off steam. Why not try our Stimulus
Crop?
-15 hours of cropping!
-goody bag!
-one class!
-bag lunch!
-prizes and special sales!
All for only $50.00

August 19th

9:00 AM to Midnight
I recommend early registration, as this event is always quick to
fill. Why not make a weekend of it and sign up for our
Midnighter on Friday and the Super Sunday Crop on Sunday?
Give us a call today to register! 724-287-4311

Scrapbook Super Station | 168 Point Plaza-Butler, PA 16001 | 724-287-4311 | Open 7 Days a Week!
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Karen’s Korner

Tammy’s Techniques

Do you love the thought of Bible journaling, but just don't
seem to have the courage to draw in your Bible? If so, then
you will definitely want to check out the new Beautiful
WORD Coloring Bible from Zondervan. This coloring Bible
truly is beautiful. It contains hundreds of verses illustrated
with ready-to-color line art! Yes! The illustrations have
already been done for you - you
simply need to color. It also
features thicker white paper and
lined wide margins for enduring
note-taking, and lies flat in your
hand or on your desk. This
coloring Bible employs the
proven stress-relieving benefits
of coloring to help quiet your
soul so you can reflect on the
precious truths of Scripture.

Connie’s Clipboard
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Has any one been wondering what happened to the
Mudd Puddle sands that we used to carry? Well let me
explain....we had difficulties getting them through the
cold months because the glue and sand mixture would
freeze and nobody wants frozen Mudd Puddles. So they
tweeked how to give you a better product. Now you buy
the sand and glue separately and mix just as much as
you need at a time. This works much better for you
because now you have a much longer shelf life and can
custom mix the sand and shells. Speaking of shells-you
can now buy shells, gems and mixtures separately so
you now have tons of new options. There are seven
different sand and or glitters to
choose from. I'm really excited
about this new form of Mudd
Puddles because I don't have to
worry about dried up or funky
product. Happy crafting!

Carol’s Comments

We all love outer space right? And if we don't, I'm
sure we have a son or grandson that does. Well we
now have the perfect line to fit this love of space! It
is called Space Academy. Some of the pages remind
me of The Jetson's and some are just really adorable
pages of space! T his
layout is so loved here in
our store that we have
made two different kits
out of it that can be
checked out online. Hurry
in while supplies last and
start creating the perfect
space page for those little
boys that you love.

Doodlebug has done it again! They have
taken my breath away with their three
new lines At the Zoo, Dragon Tails, and
Fairy Tales! These are the most adorable
lines ever! Dragon Tails is perfect for all
of those little boy pictures that we have
hiding in a box somewhere! Fairy Tales
will work perfectly for the little girls.
And At the Zoo is amazing for a fun
filled family day at the zoo. These lines are the signature
Doodlebug lines that feature the adorable little creatures on
many different sheets of paper that can be used for any project.
These lines also have stickers, washi tape, twine, and many other
embellishments! Come on in and check it out! We made it easy
for you and put them all on the same gondola!

Kathie’s Karousel

Sara’s Sentiments

There’s nothing like
a garden tea party to
brighten anyone's
day! Delicately
distr essed paper s
with beautifully
illustrated roses and
a soft, whitewashed
color palette of
pinks, greens, and
blues capture the
beauty of Kaiser Craft’s new High Tea collection.
The heartfelt sentiments depicted throughout the
collection celebrate the meaning of true friendship
and remind us to enjoy the little things in life.

Just new in from Me & My Big Ideas
are wonderful new album box kits.
Available in Wedding, Baby Boy,
and Baby Girl themes. Each kit
includes a 12”x12” album, 10
page protectors, 2 sticker sheets,
chipboard embellishments, a soft
spoken 3-D embellishment, and 20
patter n paper s. Each comes
complete with a page layout idea! Additionally, we also have Me
& My Big Ideas new pocket page album kit. This kit is designed in
black & white and can be used for Graduation, Wedding, or
Family occasions. Complete with specialty cards: (50) 3x4
themed cards and (30) 4x6 themed cards. Plus, 2 sticker sheets,
and chipboard stickers. These also makes a great gifts!
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Tiffany’s Territory
Baby, cat, dog, school, friendship, sports, wedding; making or
planning to make an album that’s specific but haven’t found
just the right book to use? No problem! We have tons! And I
mean TONS of new albums all 12x12 post albums! They are
honestly so amazing! There are so many albums in stock it's
crazy! And let me tell you they are all beautiful and fun! I'm
so thrilled about them! Three different companies have
supplied us with them Pioneer, K & Company, and MBI You
just have to hurry
up and stop in
before they are
all sold out! They
are so specific to!
Different styles
of each and they
are all so, so, so
much fun!

Bailey’s Buzz
This is extremely weird but I love to smell things. I like to go
outside and just smell the air, smell hand soap before I use it,
smell hand sanitizer and perfume; anything that you can smell
I probably would. That is why I'm so excited about the new
scented smiles scratch and sniffs! These are stickers that you
can put on a matching stamp and make them scented. There is
popcorn, chocolate, honey, pizza, and many more! And they
honestly smell good, and like the thing they are supposed to
smell like! They aren't like most scratch and sniff stickers that
smell awful. Come
on in and start
making your cards
or pages (or both)
smell great today!

Leslie’s Lexicon
No more monkeys’ jumping on the bed!
You will feel like a kid at heart when
you start creating with the Toy Box
Collection from Carta Bella. What an
awesome children’s collection for
creating scrapbook pages and birthday
cards for the special children in our
lives. There are dinosaurs, monkeys,
toy soldiers, and airplanes on the
paper, dies, stickers, and mini paper
fans.
The Toy Box collection is a
bright, vivid collection paired with
adorable images with a vintage feel by
artist Steven Duncan. It’s perfect for
telling those sweet playful stories.

PAGE
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Kristen’s Kronichles
For anyone who has
ever heard the
sentence "Are we there
yet?” Carta Bella has
got the line for you.
This line takes you on
a tour through the
scenic USA. Whether
you wander North,
South, East, or West this line has you covered with top
destinations. So as you wander our direction check this
Don't forget all your favorite
line out today.
embellishments like brads, stickers, and ephemera.

Janice’s Journey
PETS ARE BUNDLES
OF LOVE WRAPPED
IN FUR! Whether a
dog, cat, bird or fish
we love our pets.
Kaiser has come out
with the Paw-fect
collection which
has both dog and a
cat papers with 6 double sided papers and a sticker
sheet each. This line represents the dogs and cats in a
more realistic way so you can pick out breeds more
readily. There are Dalmatians, Poodles, Corgis, Afghans,
St. Bernards, German Shepherds and several more. I am
not up on my cat breeds but there are grey, white,
brown and tabby coats represented, as well as long and
short haired cats. This collection will work great for me
because it will easily match my pets coloring. To top off
the line there are die cuts, stamps and paper packs.
Enjoy!

Brittnay’s Banter
Paper House Crafts would like to welcome you to
Munchkin Land. The new Wizard of Oz line will have
you singing "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" as you put
together your next layout. This line features beautiful
watercolor feeling pictures and scenes straight from the
movie. The new sticker sticker sheet has 5 film strips
from the movie and and a
bonus sheet of gold accent
stickers.
There are also a
border page and a journaling
card page to accent your page.
Follow the road to our store
and check this line out today.
Don't forget your ruby slipper
stickers so you can find your
way home.
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National Scrapbook Day

Saturday, May 6th is National Scrapbook Day and we
are celebrating in a BIG way! A FREE GIFT, FREE CROP
TIME, FREE MAKE-N-TAKE, & 15% OFF YOUR
PURCHASE!* From 11 to 4 learn the newest tricks
and tips for using the latest and greatest product and
make a fabulous, FREE MAKE and TAKE! Receive 15%
OFF your entire purchase of regular priced items!
GET FREE GIFT* with your purchase of $25 or more!
AND…CROP FOR FREE all day in
our workshop… crop time fee
waived on NSD day for all nonmembers!* Registration is required,
so call today! 724-287-4311

May 6th
*Limit of one free gift per person while supplies
last. Crop registration required.

Kit Mania

We are tickled you love KIT MANIA as much as
we do and so we have scheduled the next KIT
MANIA DAY for June 17th. So, be sure to make
some time on June 17th from 9-8 and stop in and
check out the AWESOME page layout kits that
Helen is working on. Our wonderful kits always
sell out fast, so be sure and stop as early as you
can!

JUNE 17th
PS: Did you know that the paper
in these kits are not pre-cut? That
means that they are completely
flexible to fit your needs!

Shout Out

Did you know that when you follow us
on Facebook or Twitter, you will get more
up to date information about new
arrivals and last minute reminders on
sales and events! So, join us today on
either Facebook or Twitter and be in the
loop! Also, if you are on Twitter and/or Facebook, we
would REALLY appreciate it if you would give us here at
Scrapbook Super Station a shout out when you are
enjoying a fun time shopping experience, crop, event or
class with us! We love when you share with other
crafters about the great time that can be had here!

Did Ya Know?

You asked, we listened!
Check out our
comprehensive, 3 part class series debuting on May
13th! See the insert to this newsletter for all of the
details!

May 13th

Anniversary Sale-A-Bration

Can you even believe it? Our 19th birthday is coming
up soon and we really want you to mark your calendars,
because not only do we have FREE gifts for YOU, but we
also are offering a discount on your purchase and free
cropping all day!

Saturday, June 10th
-Free Cropping All Day
-19% Discount on your entire
purchase*
-Free Gift with purchase over
$25*
-Second Free Gift with purchase
over $50*
-Free Make & Take from
11:00 to 4:00*
*Discount on regular price merchandise only. Crop registration
is required, please call and register ASAP. Make & Take and
free gifts good only while supplies last! Limit one free gift
per customer at each level.

Heartfelt Creations Release Party

I am pleased to announce that we will be holding a Heartfelt
Creations Release party every second Wednesday of the
month! Our release parties will follow Heartfelt Creations
release schedule. When you attend our party here is what
you will get:
-Make a GORGEOUS card using new release stamps & dies
-Pre-Order any part of the new collection at a 10% discount
-Pre-Order the COMPLETE collection at a 20% discount
-Receive the new collection before any other customers!
The cost to attend is $10 and there are multiple time slots
throughout the day (9 AM, 12 PM, 2 PM, 4 PM and 6 PM)
that you can come in to view the new release, make your
gorgeous card and place your order. You MUST be preregistered so that we have a card kit prepared and a seat for
you.
So, call today
(724-2827-4311) or stop in to
register for our release party.
*Customer needs to bring their own assortment of
adhesives, just as if it were a class.

Ticket To Ride

168 Point Plaza
Butler, PA 16001
724-287-4311
www.scrapbookstation.com
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Get your Ticket To Ride, our class rewards
card, today! Attend four classes, get 40% off
any one regular priced item!
It’s super
simple and you’ll be earning while your
learning fun new things and creating
awesome projects!

We are so excited to announce that Anna Dabrowska, AKA “Finn,” the owner of the Finnabair brand distributed by Prima, will
be dropping in to teach classes at our store in August! So…CLEAR YOUR CALENDAR Friday, August 4th and Saturday the 5th!!!
Anna, who is originally from Poland, now lives in Ireland, so she is coming a LONG way to be with us and you do not want to
miss meeting this talented, fun and creative lady!
Anna will be teaching four classes for us and these projects are AMAZING! If you are not familiar with Anna’s work please visit
her blog at: http://tworzysko.blogspot.com/. Anna is an amazingly talented designer and mixed media artist. Tammy and Carol
took a class from her in January and learned a TON! Carol wasn’t going to do the class at all because it wasn’t “her style,” but
she ended up LOVING it and becoming a HUGE Anna fan!
Be sure and check out the class information! And please keep in mind that all of Anna’s classes come with a BIG package of
products! So, you will definitely get your money worth with Anna’s classes and have a fabulous time to boot! Anna is a super
fun lady and so, so talented!

Friday, August 4th 10:00 AM
Book of Rust: This amazing altered book with a
really worn-out look is all about the inspiring
power of rust! If you like the worn-out, salvaged
look and would like to try exciting and effective
techniques – this is a class for you! This finish is
perfect for any vintage, steampunk or grunge
inspired projects and will give you a chance to
achieve more heavy, masculine look on any kind
of project. Bring your own book for a complete
mixed-media makeover which will change it into
a real, old and rusty treasure.
Together we will apply a selection of techniques
based on Art Basics, Art Extravagance and Art
Ingredients art mediums which will transform
your plain book cover. We will try Crackle and
Rust Effect Pastes, Mica Powders, Art Alchemy
Acrylic Paints and more! I will share my
experience, demonstrate steps and techniques
and give you advice to make sure you will get the
best effects. But, there will also be time for
experiments and a lot of fun!
Anna will provide a full set of art mediums and
embellishments to finish the project – excluding
the hard-cover book. This class is suitable both
for advanced and beginning students.
Price: $95 per student, includes kit
4 to 5 hour class

Friday, August 4th at 3:00 PM
Sparky Journal: This project is an altered denim folder with a lot of amazing shine, texture and detail. This class is a
great way to get familiar with a wide range of mixed-media products including Clear Gesso, gels, and all the
beautiful mediums which give you this eye-catching, beautiful shine like: Art Alchemy Sparks Acrylic Paints and
Metallique Waxes. Together we will build all the composition explaining all the products used, giving a lot of useful
tips and ideas and working with a range of color choices to make each person in the room happy. All the techniques
presented in this class can be easily used on many other projects such as home decor and altered objects or journal
pages. All the elements, paints and mediums are provided – this project is suitable both for advanced and beginning
students.
Price: $130 per student, includes kit
3.5 to 4 hour class

Saturday, August 5th at 10:00 AM
Moonlight: This project is almost unreal. A beautiful double canvas collage based on textures, clusters of elements,
dark background and non-conventional painting! Have you ever dreamed about making your own mixed-media
landscape collage? During this class you can try it! Step-by-step we will build all the layers and textures to build our
small towns and villages out of chipboard elements, create the look of moonlight and stars on the night sky. And we
will do all that while getting a lot of useful tips and inspirational techniques which you can apply to many future
projects! We will be using a range of products from my Art Basics, Art Extravagance and Art Alchemy lines including
gesso, pastes, gels and wax. This project is not only a great way to jump into world of mixed-media but also to create
a breathtaking statement piece for your home or studio. All the elements, paints and mediums are provided – this
project is suitable for both for advanced and beginning students.
Price: $125 per student, includes kit
4 to 5 hour class

Saturday, August 5th at 3:00 PM
Denim Glamour: This class if for a beautiful altered denim journal cover. Learn how to combine the rough beauty of
rust and the delicate, feminine elements such as lace, pearls, flowers. There is a way to do it, and the results are simply
stunning! During this class we will not only decorate a beautiful denim folder, which may be later used as an art
journal, traveller's notebook or simply storage for your favorite scraps and photos, but also learn tons of useful,
inspiring techniques which will be easy to apply to many other projects! We will focus on multi-layering, creating
rich, dimensional compositions including elements created with moulds, working with Finnabair Art Mediums and
finally - working with Rust Paste, stencils, Art Alchemy Paint s and more! As always the whole process is broken into
easy to follow steps and it is just pure creative fun! Teacher will supply all the paints, mediums and elements needed
to finish the project.
This class is suitable both for advanced and beginning students.
Price: $130 per student, includes kit
4 hour class

